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Abstract - A rectangular fin with constant fin base 

thickness was analyzed by using a numerical and an 

analytical method. The heat source is added to the fin 

which provides an additional heat source. It dissipates 

more heat rate to the surrounding. The uniform cross-

section extended surface with heat source was 

conducted in this paper to get more heat in the 

surrounding fluid. The second order differential 

equation was solved analytically for a rectangular fin 

with uniform cross-section area. The temperature 

profiles were plotted for various values of parameter 

(M) either with or without heat source. 
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1. Introduction 

The uniform extended surface is investigated in this paper. 
Several studies investigated 1D non-uniform cross-section 
fins using approximation solutions. In this study, the exact 
solution was derived for one example of the non-uniform 
fin. In the literature, non-uniform sub-elements were 
considered for FEM (efficient FEM, EFEM) solution to 
reduce the computational complexity. ShahNor et al. was 
applied for the solution of one-dimensional heat transfer 
problem in a rectangular thin fin. The obtained results are 
compared with CFEM and efficient DQM (EDQM), with 
non-uniform mesh generation) [1].  Antonio et al. studied 
in a convincing manner that approximate analytic 
temperature profiles of good quality are easy to obtain 
without resorting to the exact analytic temperature profile 
embodying four modified Bessel functions [2]. The 
influence of fin base height and fin base thickness on the 
temperature of a rectangular fin were studied by Hyung S. 
[3]. S. Sunil et al. investigated the 1D transient thin 
rectangular fin. They studied the temperature and velocity 
distributions in the field, the temperature profile in the fin, 
local Nusselt numbers along the fin and the average heat 
transfer coefficient of the fin are obtained by solving the 
governing equations in the field and the heat transfer 
equation in the fin simultaneously, using an explicit 
unsteady Finite Difference formulation leading to the 
steady state result [4]. Lien-Tsai and his collogues 

optimized the rectangular fin with variable thermal 
parameters [5].The performance of rectangular fins under 
natural convection at different orientation of heat sink was 
investigated by A.A.Walunj et al. [6]. Numerical solutions 
for the relevant energy balance equation for a longitudinal 
fin in dimensionless variables were obtained by C. Harley 
and R.J. Moitsheki through the implementation of an in-
built function, bvp4c, in MATLAB [7]. Raseelo J. Moitsheki 
and Atish R. studied two-dimensional steady rectangular 
fin. They assumed that thermal conductivity, internal 
energy generation function, and heat transfer coefficient 
are dependent on temperature. They employed the 
Kirchoff transformation on the governing equation [8]. 
The interaction of thermal radiation with convection is 
numerically investigated, and an exact solution is 
presented for temperature distribution of fin of constant 
cross -sectional area were investigated by  
 Masoud A.  and his colleagues [9]. A. Moradi employed the 
differential transformation method (DTM) for thermal 
characteristics of straight rectangular fin for all type of 
heat transfer and numerical comparison between DTM 
and a domain decomposition method (ADM) and exact 
analytical solution method. He presented a numerical with 
fourth order Rang- Kutta method using shooting method 
[10]. A. Campo and I. Lira applied a simple approximate to 
get analytic solution of the quasi 1-D heat equation for 
annular fins of variable profile. In their study the annular 
fin of hyperbolic profile was selected. To solve the 
governing quasi 1-D heat equation in this annular fin 
approximately, usage of the mean value theorem for 
integration from calculus was made [11]. 
 

2. Mathematical Model 

 

2.1. Analytical Methodology 
Figure 1 illustrates a rectangular, has a thickness (H) that 
has constant in its value at base to the tip of the fin. The fin 
is surrounded by the fluid at (T∞ = 22oC) with average 

convective heat transfer . The fin material 
has thermal conductivity (k =3W/m-k) and the base 
temperature of the fin is kept at (Tb = 150 oC).The tip of 
the fin is insulated. The width of fin is W and its length is L. 
The width (W) is much larger than the thickness of the fin; 
therefore the convection from the edge of the fin was 
neglected. The heat is generated inside the fin by electrical 
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current .The cross section area of the 
straight triangular fin, as shown in Figure 1a, is  

  

 

 

 

 

                                           

 

                                                   

 

Figure1. Geometric diagram of the rectangular fins with 

heat generation 

The governing equation can be derived by applying the 

energy balance as: 

 

Employing Fourier’s Law on Equation (2) yields: 

 

Applying Newton’s cooling law on the convection terms in 

Equation (3) yields: 

 

Simplifying Equation (4) yields:  

 

Normalizing Equation (5) by using  

 

 

Where the convection /conduction ratio can be defined in 

as  

 

The dimensionless energy source parameter is defined as  

 

Equation (7) becomes  

 

Equation (10) is non-homogenous differential equation, 

and the general solution is divided into a homogenous and 

particular solution:  

 

The homogenous part can be defined as:  

 

 

To obtain the solution of the homogenous part assume an 

exponential solution as: 

 

The particular solution of Equation (10) is 

 

Substituting into Equation (10) the particular solution 

becomes 

 

The general solution of non-homogenous differential 

equation is  

T∞,  
x 

H.G   

L=0.2m 

W=0.1m 

H=0.01m 

Tb 
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After applying the boundary conditions at X=0, θ(X=0) =θb  

 

 

 

Substituting C1 and C2 into Equation (16) leads to: 

 

 

The fin efficiency is  

 

 

2.2     Numerical Methodology 

1) Using the central discretizing scheme for interior 
nodes on Equation (11) leads to: 

 

 

 

Applying the boundary condition at i=1 and i=Nx leads to: 

                                                                            (24) 

Using backward scheme for the right boundary leads to: 

 

The dissipated heat via the fin can be evaluated as:   

 

 

 

The fin efficiency is defined as  

 

The temperature profiles along the fin were investigated 

by using the finite difference method and the analytical 

solution of the second order differential equation, as 

shown in Figures 2. Figure 2 shows the temperature 

distribution of the rectangular fin with additional heat 

source. The temperature was plotted from the base to the 

tip of the fin. As   is reduced, the resistance to 

conduction in the longitudinal direction becomes small 

relative to the resistance to convection, thus the fin 

becomes nearly isothermal at the base temperature (at x = 

0).  If M is large, then the convection resistance is large 

relative to the conduction resistance, thus the fin 

temperature becomes close to the surrounded fluid 

temperature , as shown in Figure2. For M >1, the 

convection term becomes dominating over the conduction 

term and more heat dissipates to the surrounding.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=2&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CCkQFjAB&url=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wiktionary.org%2Fwiki%2Fdiscretizing&ei=7RGeVLHPL4mdgwT6k4O4Bw&usg=AFQjCNF9p6UASfcJdUTxIO5B8OGAcXOGmg&sig2=leDasq5NO816kN6Uom-jaQ&bvm=bv.82001339,d.eXY
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Figure 2.Temperature profiles at various values of M for 

the rectangular fin with heat source 

Figure 3 illustrates the dimensionless temperature 

distribution as a function of position (X) for various values 

of parameter (M) when the heat sources parameter ψ =0. 

Regardless of the value of parameter (M), the solution 

should satisfy the boundary conditions; the curves 

intersect at the base of the fin and the slope of each curve 

is zero at (X=1). However, the shape of the curves changes 

with M. Smaller values of parameter (M) results in a 

smaller temperature drop due to conduction along the fin 

whereas large values of M have a corresponding large 

temperature drop due to conduction and little for 

convection. Consequently, M represents the balance of the 

conduction along the fin and the convection from fin’s 

surface.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure3.Temperature profiles at various vales of M for the 

rectangular fin without heat source 

Figure 4 a  and b the temperature profiles were plotted at 

various position by using the numerical method and 

verified by the analytical solution for a) ψ =0 and b) ψ ≠ 0.  

a) 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

b) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure  4. Temperature profiles of the prediction and the 

analytical solution at (M = 0.2 and 0.6) for a) ψ = 0 b) ψ ≠0 

Figure 5 shows the variation in the temperature along the 

rectangular fin between the fin with (ψ = 0, no heat 

source) and the fin with (ψ ≠ 0, heat source exists). The 

variation was taken for the fixed value of parameter (M). If 

the heat generation is smaller the variation becomes small 

and the percentage of the temperature variation becomes 

too small; however if the heat source larger the variation 

becomes larger and the percentage of the temperature gap 

becomes larger as seen in Figure 5. In addition to that the 

value of parameter (M) plays a crucial role for getting 
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smaller or large gap between the temperature distribution 

in the case of with and without heat source. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. The percentage of the temperature variation “Δθ” 

for M=1 at various values of ψ  

Figure 6 demonstrates the fin efficiency of the wide range 

of parameter (M) when the heat source parameter ψ = 0. 

The fin efficient is a maximum near to the wall and 

decreases rapidly. The fin efficiency far away from the 

base of the fin becomes almost constant.  

 

Figure 6. The fin efficiency for various values of M with ψ = 

0 

 

 

Conclusion 

In this study the numerical solution of the rectangular fin 

with heat source was verified by the exact solution. The 

second order non-homogenous differential equation was 

solved analytically and numerically. The temperature 

distributions along the fin were plotted for various values 

of parameter (M) for ψ =0, no heat source and ψ≠0, with 

heat source. The influence of the heat source on the 

temperature profiles was investigated as well. The fin 

efficiency was discussed in the case of the heat source ψ = 

0 for the wide range of parameter (M). 
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Nomenclature 

 
Cross-section area of the fin 

 
Convective heat transfer in 

W/m2-K 

 
Normalized temperature  

 
Fluid temperature in oC 

 
Base temperature in oC 

 
Length of the fin 

 
Height of the fin 

 
Width of the fin 

 
Convective heat transfer in 

W   

 
Convection/conduction ratio  

 
Heat Flux  in W/m2 

 
Thermal conductivity of the 

fin in W/m-K 
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Fin efficiency  

X Spatial dimensionless 

x Longitude coordinate  

 
Fin heat transfer in W 

 
Fin surface area in m2 

M Convection/Conduction 

ratio[dimensionless] 

 
Heat sources parameter 

Subscript 

b                                Base  

∞                               Infinity  

c                                Cross-section 
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